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VISIONS
A publication of Clinton County Regional Educational
Service Agency published three times yearly.
The newsletter is a vehicle to communicate to our partners
current information and activities as they relate to the
support of our Mission Statement.
CCRESA constituents include: Bath, DeWitt, Fowler, OvidElsie, Pewamo-Westphalia, St. Johns, charter and
non-public schools.
For more information, contact:
Julie Banfield, Consultant for Special Projects
1013 South U.S. 27, Suite A, St. Johns, MI 48879-2423
Phone 989.224.6831, Fax 989.224.9574
email: banfield_j@ccresa.org
website: www.ccresa.org
CCRESA is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Auxiliary aids
and services are available upon request to individuals with
disabilities.

CCRESA Vision

It is the vision of CCRESA to create an
environment where everyone is continually learning.
In pursuit of this vision, CCRESA will:
• Deliver high quality educational
programming and support
• Lead the pursuit of educational
opportunities for learners of all ages
• Model and encourage lifelong learning
• Continually challenge the status quo

Mission Statement
It is the mission of CCRESA to lead and support learning.
In pursuit of this mission, CCRESA will:
• Prepare learners to be successful in a
competitive, global economy
• Continually enhance student achievement
• Employ a competent, enthusiastic staff
that provides exemplary customer service
• Collaborate with schools and other agencies
• Continually assess the effectiveness and
efficiency of CCRESA programs and services
It is the policy of the Clinton County Regional Educational
Service Agency (CCRESA) that no discriminatory practices
based on gender, race, religion, color, age, national origin,
disability, height, weight, marital status, sexual orientation,
political affiliations and beliefs, or any other status covered
by federal, state or local law be allowed in providing
instructional opportunities, programs, services, job
placement assistance, employment or in policies governing
student conduct and attendance. Any person suspecting
a discriminatory practice should contact the Special
Education Director, 1013 South US-27, St. Johns, MI 48879,
or call 989.224.6831.
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SUPERINTENDENT’S
CORNER
EXPERIENCE IS VALUED
AT CCRESA
I am so pleased to be able to share the stories
of CCRESA Employees that have served over
25 years in our organization in this Winter
2016 Edition of Visions. Their dedication and
enthusiasm over these years has been so
beneficial to all they have served. I hope you
will note how many of these people you have
met or interacted with over the years in their
various capacities.
Working in one organization for over 25 years
is a wonderful accomplishment and I believe
the experience these individuals bring to our
Wayne Petroelje
organization makes a huge difference in the
high quality of programs and services we
provide to students, educators and the community. Knowing the history of our
organization and our constituent districts is so beneficial to all involved with
CCRESA services. CCRESA’s experienced workforce are the backbone of the
organization and offer a focused sense of responsibility and work ethic. These
individuals are passionate about their work, they listen to our newer staff and
provide suggestions, they have seen and worked through many new initiatives,
they have mastered essential skills, they are continuous learners and I truly value
their input through the lens of their experience.
It is also beneficial to have new employees that will bring new ideas, but
the voice of continuity, long-term vision and the ability to work with a wide
array of people keep the focus of the organization moving forward in a
positive framework. If you see these individuals about the community, please
congratulate them on their dedication to service for they truly deserve your
words of support for the long hours and thoughtful consideration they
have brought to their work at CCRESA and in the community. I also hope
this CCRESA Through the Lens of Experience issue causes you to consider
emulating these inspiring individuals in your position as all of us at CCRESA
continue to focus on our 2016 theme of CCRESA Staff Supporting Student and
Educator Success.

“People grow through experience if they
meet life honestly and courageously. This is
how character is built.”
—Eleanor Roosevelt

Pat Chapko
I have worked in the same position for going on 27 years. The basic
concept of my job has not changed - providing educational support
services to the Special Education Director and staff of CCRESA (then
Clinton County Intermediate School District). However, the tools used
today are vastly different from those in 1989, when I performed my
duties on a stand-alone computer prior to cell phones, voicemail or the
internet. CCRESA’s Central Office was then south of St. Johns - where our
Educational Center is currently located - and employed only around 50
people - versus today’s multiple departments, locations, and over 200 staff.
From the start, it became very apparent that my CCRESA colleagues and I
shared the same goal – working together for the benefit of Special Education
students in Clinton County. CCRESA Special Education staff are united by
this common goal, and as a result, we have always been a very close knit staff.
My colleagues are also my friends. The many challenges that we have faced over the years (both personally and professionally)
continue to bring us closer together. I have had the opportunity to see many of our Educational Center students “grow up,” as
they attended CCRESA programs from preschool through graduation at age 26. With ever-changing legislation, systems, and
leadership, my job constantly evolves. These changes force me to continually learn, adapt, and grow. It is this combination of
challenges and support that have kept me at CCRESA this long, (and yet a few more years)!

Martha Hibbs
Pat Chapko

I have worked for CCRESA as a Paraprofessional for 28 years.
Currently, I am working in a Young Moderately Cognitive Impaired
Classroom. In the past, I have worked with Severely Multiply Impaired
students and Preschool students. I enjoy working with the students to
help them to become more independent. It is very rewarding to work
with them on goals and to see their smiles of accomplishments, saying
“Hey I did it!!!” Sometimes it takes a short or a long amount of time to
get the goal and all they need is encouraging words and somebody to
believe in them!!
I love my job and find it very rewarding!!! The biggest rewards are the
smiles and hugs you get from your students. When you get those you
know that you have made an impact on their life and that is what keeps
me coming back!!

Patricia Jackson
My starting position at CCRESA was as a Career Education Coordinator
and that evolved into the Director position. The list of reasons why I
love CCRESA and why I have stayed so long is endless. I feel that I am
surrounded by amazing people here at CCRESA and in the districts
we serve. I am truly honored to be allowed to work with such an
amazing group of educators, students, and community members. I am
consistently astonished by the support that our business community
provides to our Career Connections programs and students. On a
daily basis, I watch great people working relentlessly for the good of
our students, our programs, and our community never looking for
recognition but simply committed to “the cause”.
Working for CCRESA and our constituents doesn’t feel like a job ... it is an
ever-changing, amazing adventure. I’m so happy that CCRESA has allowed
me to stick around for so long!!
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Carie Johnson
I have been the Severely Mentally Impaired (SMI)/Severely Multiply
Impaired (SXI) Teacher for 28 years at CCRESA. I like working with the
students who need someone to care for them and need me to be their
voice in what they like to do each day. I make sure each student receives
individualized programming to maximize their potential. I have continued
to work at CCRESA because I love the students. My goal is for every
student to be happy, healthy and have the opportunity to participate in
my classroom.

“Experience is not what happens to a man, it is what
a man does with what happens to him.”
—Aldous Huxley

Lee Kleinjans
My current position as Accountant for the CCRESA Office of Innovative
Projects has allowed me to “step back” a bit from the pressures of the
Business Manager position that I retired from after 37 years, but yet be
part of the CCRESA team.
When I first began, CCRESA afforded me the opportunity to begin to
learn the “business” of Michigan schools. As CCRESA grew over the
years expanding the various educational services within our county
I had the privilege of working with several “super” folks not only
within CCRESA but also with many individuals in our constituent
districts. It was always encouraging to see the dedication and
concern individuals had for the students in Clinton County. I enjoy
assisting others regarding concerns they may have and also providing
pertinent information on issues or projects that require evaluation. My
employment at CCRESA has allowed me to do that.
My continued employment at CCRESA over all these years is also due to the support of my family and the community. We were
fortunate to move to St. Johns and the Clinton County area to raise our children and become participants in the community. In
summary my longevity at CCRESA has revolved around, my faith, common goals and beliefs of those I work with and for, and the
opportunity to assist others, family, and community. THANKS FOR THE MEMORIES!

“Experience is by industry achieved, and
perfected by the swift course of time.”
—William Shakespeare
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Kathy LaMore
When I began working at CCRESA in 1990, there were two
Occupational Therapists covering the entire county - Brenda Turner
and myself. I’ve worked in Infant-Toddler, Severely Multiply Impaired
(SXI), Moderately Cognitively Impaired (MoCI), Preschool, and as a
Special Education Itinerant supporting all levels of General Education.
There have been times when I’ve felt overwhelmed by the internal
and external challenges facing the children I work with, but I’ve stuck
with it because these are the kids who desperately need someone to
advocate for them. I have felt valued and supported over the years by
administrators and coworkers who are highly skilled and dedicated
to making sure every child is given a chance to succeed. That’s what
we do, and you’ve got to love the struggle. It’s a job that requires
constant creativity and growth. I currently work as an Occupational Therapist in five elementary
schools, one middle school, and several preschool programs in Bath and St. Johns. What I enjoy most about my current position
is the opportunity to be fully present with kids as they push their boundaries and feel a sense of discovery and self-worth as they
gain new skills. They also crack me up on a daily basis with their unique views of life.

“Skill is the unified force of experience,
intellect and passion in their operation.”
—John Ruskin

Deb Nowland
I started my career at CCRESA in 1982 as a High School Teacher
for a classroom with students that had emotional impairments (EI).
This program was housed at Bath High School. I moved into an
administrative position within the organization in 1989 as the Monitor
and Supervisor. In this dual administrative position I had an opportunity
to work collaboratively with six local districts, CCRESA teachers/
programs and itinerate staff to promote positive outcomes for students
and ensure compliance with Special Education programs. In 2006 I
moved into a Program Supervisor role at Turning Point Youth Center
as well as overseeing the CCRESA Emotionally Impaired Programs and
various itinerant groups.
It is through my career at CCRESA that I have had an opportunity to work
with all disciplines within the Special Education arena; I am currently a
Supervisor for Turning Point, EI programs, and select itinerant staff. I find it most rewarding working with students and the CCRESA
staff that are passionate about and committed to our students. It is rewarding to make a connection with a student that has gone
through a very traumatic home, personal or academic situation. To see a student succeed, or graduate when others may have given
up on them is the best part of working in my current position!

“Experience is a great teacher.”
—John Legend
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Clarisa Suarez-Miller
I began my teaching career at CCRESA as a Classroom Teacher for the
Severely Multiply Impaired in 1981. It was a position that I held for four
years before becoming the Teacher Consultant for the Hearing and
Visually Impaired (HI/VI-TC) in 1985.
As the HI/VI-TC, I work with students ranging in ages from infancy
to graduation enrolled in Clinton County schools on supporting their
academic skills, Braille reading and writing instruction, development of
auditory skills, and self-advocacy skills. Not many people can say that
they are working in a profession that they have always dreamed of doing,
however I am one of them as I have wanted to work with students with
disabilities since I was eleven years old!
My position provides me with the opportunity to observe student growth
both educationally and socially, as well as work with outstanding teachers
in school districts within Clinton County, CCRESA itinerant staff and young professionals entering the teaching profession.
This year marks my 35th school year at CCRESA and I have loved every minute of it!

“Be brave. Take risks.
Nothing can substitute experience.”
—Paulo Coelho

Ardith Taylor
I have worked at CCRESA in many capacities over the years as a
Paraprofessional in Special Education Classrooms. I started out at the
CCRESA Educational Center, then Fowler Elementary, then the High
School in Fowler and now back at the CCRESA Educational Center.
I work with Teacher, Ashleigh Moro (who is a great teacher by the
way), with students in the Moderately Cognitively Impaired (MoCI)
Program. Our students are from 11 to 23 years old. I have just loved
everyone I have worked with over the years!
I really enjoy working with the kids and love their responses to me
and even those who can’t see me well, respond to me when they
recognize my voice. I especially like gym time, music time and dancing
with the students as they so love the movement! I really like working
with all of my colleagues also. I just find that being around people
keeps me young!

“You cannot create experience.
You must undergo it.”
—Albert Camus
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Brenda Turner
I was working at an educational cooperative in central Illinois the Fall of 1984,
when Bryce, my husband, had been recalled back to Michigan for his job.
Traveling back and forth on weekends was getting weary for us as a married
couple, so in an attempt to “home” together and be closer to extended family,
I applied for an opening at Clinton County Intermediate School District as an
Occupational Therapist (OT).... the beginning of the long stay and a new group of
colleagues; some who have become “family”. At that time, there were two OT’s
for the entire county from birth to 26.
In 1989, as Early On® (EO) developed in Michigan, I was asked to help create and
develop a link between Clinton County EO and Sparrow Hospital’s Regional
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (RNICU), which is still in effect today for one of the
most fragile group of babies we serve and their families. From serving children in
school buildings to now daily “home visiting” with parents and babies, my job has
been a God given adventure. As an OT, past Co-Chair/Chair of Michigan Alliance
of School Physical and Occupational Therapists, Infant-Tot Coordinator, EO
Coordinator, and the CCRESA Liaison to Sparrow Hospital; it has all been about
the love for children, who also teach us along the way and helping families/
children early to grow and develop to their maximum potential. My husband and I
have been married for 34 years and our daughter, Dr. Tychele Turner, is a Human
Geneticist at the University of Washington in Seattle, Washington.

“All experience is an arch to build upon.”
—Henry Adams

Maggie Watson
I began my employment with CCRESA as a Paraprofessional while
attending Lansing Community College. After graduation from
Michigan State University (MSU), I was hired to teach young children
with Severe Mental Impairments at the CCRESA Educational Center.
At MSU, I continued my education by obtaining my Masters in
Child Development and Early Childhood. At CCRESA, I transferred
to one of the Early Childhood Special Education classrooms. My
classrooms of “littles” were housed at the CCRESA Education
Center, at Fuerstenau Early Childhood Center and Schavey Road
Elementary School. In June of 2015, I retired from over 30 years of
classroom teaching and accepted a part-time position through the
Great Start Readiness Program as a Teacher Consultant.
This new position allows me the chance to witness wonderful opportunities and experiences that young children receive
throughout the district. I am able to work with dedicated early childhood professionals, administrators, and support staff.
As a Teacher Consultant, I am able to offer suggestions and strategies that can enhance learning for all children. CCRESA
continues to be an outstanding place to work. Through the years, I have been a part of an amazing group of individuals who
work together to implement the latest in developmentally appropriate practice in early intervention services. I am fortunate
to continue to work in an environment where children are growing and succeeding in schools throughout the county.
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READER FEEDBACK FORM
We would love your feedback on how to make this publication valuable to you. Please email Julie Banfield at
banfield_j@ccresa.org, call 989.224.6831, or fax 989.224.9574 with your comments.
Article Suggestions:__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Book Suggestions:___________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Important Dates:_____________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Other Information:___________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Name:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Affiliation:__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone Number:_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Email Address:______________________________________________________________________________________________
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